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Abstract. We consider multi-robot systems that include sensor nodes and aerial or ground
robots networked together. Such networks are suitable for tasks such as large-scale envi-
ronmental monitoring or for command and control in emergency situations. We present a
sensor network deployment method using autonomous aerial vehicles and describe in de-
tail the algorithms used for deployment and for measuring network connectivity and provide
experimental data collected from eld trials. A particular focus is on determining gaps in
connectivity of the deployed network and generating a plan for repair, to complete the con-
nectivity. This project is the result of a collaboration between three robotics labs (CSIRO,
USC, and Dartmouth.)
1 Introduction
We wish to develop distributed networks of sensors and robots that perceive their
environment and respond to it. To perform such tasks there needs to exist a synergy
between mobility and communication. Sensor networks provide robots with faster
and cheaper access to data beyond their perceptual horizon. Conversely robots can
assist a sensor networkby deployingit, by localizing networkelements post deploy-
ment [6], by making repairs or extensions as required,and acting as data mules to
relay information between disconnected sensor clusters.
In this paper we describe our algorithms and experiments for deploying sensor
networks using an autonomous helicopter. The static sensor nodes are Mica Motes
and the mobile node is the autonomous helicopter. Once on the ground, the sensors
establish an ad-hoc network and compute their connectivity map in a localized and
distributed way. If the network is disconnected, a localized algorithm determines
waypoints for the helicopter to drop additional nodes at.2 Corke, Hrabar, Peterson, Rus, Saripalli and Sukhatme
Fig.1. AVATAR Autonomous Helicopter with a sensor interface for deploying sensors
2 Related Work
Our work builds on important previous work in sensor networks [8, 11, 14] and
unmanned aerial vehicles [3, 16]. It bridges the two communities by integrating
autonomous control of ying vehicles with multi-hop message routing in ad-hoc
networks. Autonomous aerial vehicles have been an active area of research for sev-
eral years. Autonomous model helicopters have been used as testbeds to investigate
problemsrangingfrom control,navigation,path planningto object tracking and fol-
lowing. Flying robot control is a verychallengingproblemand our work here builds
on successes with hoveringand controlfor two autonomoushelicopters[3,17].Sev-
eral other teams are workingon autonomouscontrol and other varied problemswith
helicopters. A good overview of the various types of vehicles and the algorithms
used for control of these vehicles can be found in [17] . Recent work has included
autonomouslanding[16,19],aggressivemaneuveringofhelicopters[9]andpursuit-
evasion games [21].
Research in sensor networks has been very active in the recent past. An excel-
lent general introduction on sensor networks can be found in [8]. An overview of
hardwareandsoftware requirementsforsensor networkscan be foundin [12]which
describes the BerkeleyMica Motes. Algorithmsfor positioninga mobilesensor net-Sensor Networks and Autonomous Flying Robots 3
work includes even dispersal of sensors from a source point and redeployment for
network rebuilding [2,13]. Other important contributions include [1,4,10,15,18].
In [6] we describe a decentralized and localized algorithm called robot-assisted
localization for localizing a sensor network with a robot helicopter. In [7] we de-
scribe an algorithm called network-assisted navigation in which a sensor network
guides a robot helicopter. In [5] we describe an algorithm and preliminary experi-
ments for deploying a sensor network with a robot helicopter. Here we extend this
work to include deployment and connectivity repair and discuss our eld experi-
ments using a autonomous helicopter and a 55-node sensor network.
3 Approach
Our approach consists of three phases. In the rst phase, an initial autonomous net-
work deployment is executed. In the second phase, the entire network measures its
connectivity topology. If this topology does not match the desired topology, a third
phase is employed in which waypoints for the helicopter are computed at which ad-
ditional sensors are deployed. The last two phases can be run at any point in time to
detect the potential failure of sensor nodes and ensure sustained connectivity.
3.1 Deployment Algorithm
Givena desired networktopologyfor the deployednetworkdeployed,anda deploy-
ment scale (usually the inter-sensor distance between the nodes in the network), we
embed the topology in the 3-dimensional hyper-plane at the given location and ex-
tract desired node locations from the resulting embedding. The resulting locations
are the
￿
x
￿ y
￿ z
￿ co-ordinates where the sensors need to be deployed.These are given
as way-point inputs to the helicopter controller. The helicopter then ies to each of
these way-points autonomously, hovers at each of them and then deploys a sensor
at the specied location.
3.2 Connectivity Measurement Algorithms
Two methods were used to measure network connectivity: a ping-basedconnec-
tivity measure and a token-passing based measure. For the ping-based measure, a
Mote sensor that has been specially modied to add physical user interface controls
(a potentiometer and switch) is used to control and congure the sensor side of the
ping connectivity tests prior to Algorithm 1 executing.
For the token based connectivity measure each node assumes its network ID as
its token. All nodes broadcast and trade tokens as described in Algorithm 2. To-
kens are only propagated amongst nodes in connected regions. Thus, disconnected
regions will have differing token values. This algorithm is run automatically at 30
second intervals.
Slight differences in connectivity were observed when comparing the ping and
token measurements of connectivity and were found to result from the differences4 Corke, Hrabar, Peterson, Rus, Saripalli and Sukhatme
Algorithm 1 Ping connectivity algorithm for ground deployed motes.
Wait for experiment conguration/start message
Initialization: Set conguration mode = air-to-ground, ground-to-ground, or ground-to-
air. Set count = number of ping iterations.
Send a multi-hop forwarding of start message to other motes.
Thread 1
for i=1 to count do
if mode = ground-to-ground OR mode = ground-to-air then
broadcast a ping message.
Sleep a random interval
Thread 2
while Listen for messages do
if message is a ping then
if mode = air-to-ground OR mode = ground-to-ground then
reply to ping.
else if Message is a ping reply. then
tabulate reply.
Termination: broadcast counts of replies per mote ID in response to download message.
in message length. Pings are very short messages (1 byte payload) while token mes-
sages are longer (10 byte payload). The longer message length increases the chance
of collisions and reduces the probability of reception of token messages.
3.3 Connectivity Repair Algorithm
Fig.2. (Left)Two disconnected components in a sensor network eld. (Right) A single net-
work which is not fully connected.
The token based connectivity algorithm is a localized and distributed algorithm
for computing connected components in the deployed network. Each node ends up
withonetokenthatdenotesthegrouptowhichitbelongs.Thesetokensarecollected
by the helicopterduring a sweep of the eld. If more than one token is collected, the
network is not connected and new sensor deployments are needed. The locations of
the collected tokens can be used to determine the repair regions.
We have developed two algorithms for repairing network connectivity. In the
rst algorithm, the robot helicopter estimates the location of the gap between twoSensor Networks and Autonomous Flying Robots 5
disconnected components by estimating the locations of the fringe nodes (see Fig-
ure 2(Left)). The repair locations are interpolated between the fringes, based on
average sensor communication range, which is known.
Algorithm 2 Distributed algorithm for identifying the connected components in
a sensor network. All the nodes in one connected component will have the same
component value as a result of this protocol.
for each node in the sensor network do
component = id
for each node in the sensor network do
broadcast node id.
while listen for newid broadcasts do
if received id
￿ component then
component
￿ newid
broadcast newid
Helicopter collects all component values
Helicopter determines unique component values as the number of connected components.
In the second algorithm the sensor eld computes a potential eld to regions of
dark sensors (see Figure 2(Right)) discovered within it and guides the helicopter
there using the potential eld algorithm in [7]. This second algorithm handles both
complete disconnections and holes in the middle of the sensor eld.
Foroureld experimentswe useda handcomputedversionofthe rst algorithm
described above, averaging the fringe locations to determine a center and averaging
the fringe gap distance to determine interpolated repair locations used in the au-
tonomous repair deployment phase.
Thegeneralconnectivitymatchingproblemremainsopen.Thisproblemreduces
to computing subgraph embeddings which is intractable for the optimal case. We
hope to identify a good approximation.
4 Experiments and Results
We have implemented the deployment algorithms on a hardware platform that inte-
grates hardware and software from three labs: USC's autonomous helicopter, Dart-
mouth's sensor network, and CSIRO's interface between a helicopter and a sensor
network. Over January 2325 the three groups met at USC and conducted joint
experiments which demonstrate, for a desired network topology, (1) autonomous
deployment of a 40 node sensor network with a robot helicopter, (2) autonomous
and localized computation of connectivity maps (3) autonomous determination of
disconnected network components and autonomous repair of the disconnections.6 Corke, Hrabar, Peterson, Rus, Saripalli and Sukhatme
4.1 The Experimental Testbed
The experimental testbed consists of three parts (a) An autonomous helicopter (b)
Mote sensors and (c) Helicopter-sensor interface. The helicopter [20] is a gas-
powered radio-controlled model helicopter tted with a PC-104 stack augmented
with sensors (Figure 1). Autonomousight is achievedusing a behavior-basedcon-
trol architecture [16]. Our sensor network platform is the Berkeley Mica Mote [12].
The operating system support for the Motes is provided by TinyOS, an event-based
operating system. Our testbed consists of 50 Mote sensors deployed in the form of
a regular 11
￿ 5 grid, see Figure 4.1. An extra Mote sensor is tted to the helicopter
to allow communications with the deployed sensor network and is connected to the
helicopter's Linux-based computer. For further details the reader is referred to [5].
Several applications were run onboard the helicopter, depending on the experiment.
The ping application sends a broadcast message with a unique id once per second
and logs all replies along with the associated Mote identier. This data allows us to
measure air-ground connectivity. The gps application receives GPS coordinates via
a network socket from the helicopter navigation software and broadcasts it. Simple
algorithmsin each Moteare ableto use these positionmessagesto rene anestimate
of their location [6].
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Fig.3. (Left) The sensor network eld with ags marking desired sensor locations. (Right)
The locations of a sensor network deployed autonomously by the robot helicopter. The de-
sired locations are denoted by
￿ and they are on a grid. The actual locations are denoted by
o.
4.2 Experimental Results
Our eld experiments have been performed on a grass eld on the USC campus
(see Figure 3(left)). We marked a 11
￿ 5 grid on the ground with ags. We used an
empirical method to determine the spacing of the grid. We established that on that
ground, the Mote transmission range was 2.5 meters. We selected the grid spacing
at 2 meters so that we would guarantee communication between any neighbors in
the eld.Sensor Networks and Autonomous Flying Robots 7
4.3 Deployment and Connectivity Results
Figure 3(Right) shows the desired and actual location of the deployed sensors. The
deployment error has multiple causes: (a) error in release location compared to de-
sired location (error due to inherent error present in GPS). (b)error in location of
markers on ground compared to release location (wind, downwash, and bounce in-
duced error.)
After being deployed the ground sensors establish autonomouslyan ad-hoc net-
work whose connectivity topology is shown in Figure 4(Top Left). Although there
was errorin the deployedlocation, the resultingnetworkis fullyconnected.We then
manually removed 7 nodes down the center of the network to simulate node failure
and create a disconnection in the network. The network automatically computed
a new token connectivity map as described in Algorithm 2. Figure 4(Top Right)
shows the disconnected components as computed by the token algorithm. Finally
the robot helicopter autonomously deployed new nodes to repair connectivity re-
sulting in the connectivity map shown in Figure 4(Bottom).Note that some network
links were lost in the nal graph. Besides some nodes failing due to being out in the
hotsun fora day,theintroductionofnewnodesresults in changesin messagetiming
which changes collision rates and hence overall connectivity,even for nodes remote
from the area of repair. Mote communication is inherently unreliable as well. The
communication range is dependent on relative antenna orientation, shielding (eg.
obstacle betweentwo Motes), groundmoisture,currentreceiverautogainlevels,etc.
The communication links are asymmetric and congestion is a signicant concern.
We believe that error, uncertainty, and asymmetry are signicant factors that should
be explicitly included in any model and approach for networked robotics.
4.4 Localization Results
Duringlocalizationtheyingrobotfollowedapreprogrammedpath,seeFigure6(Left).
The computer onboardthe helicopter obtained its current coordinates and broadcast
this via the mote attached to the helicopter once every 100ms. Each ground mote
recorded all the X,Y broadcasts it received and used them to compute a centroid
basedlocationforitself.Figure6(Right)showsthehelicopterheight.Figure5shows
the location of each of the the motes broadcasts received. It is clear that the motes
do not receive messages uniformly from all directions. We speculate that this is due
to the non-spherical antenna patterns for transmitter and receiver motes, as well as
non-uniformheight of the helicopter itself during ights.
5 Conclusion
We havedescribedcontrol algorithmsandexperimentalresults from sensor network
deployment, localization and subsequent repair of the sensor network with an au-
tonomoushelicopter.By sprinklingsensor nodes,we can reachremote or dangerous
environments such as rugged mountain slopes, burning forests, etc. We believe that8 Corke, Hrabar, Peterson, Rus, Saripalli and Sukhatme
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Fig.4. (Top Left) Connectivity of the initial deployment. (Top Right) Token groups showing
connected components after several nodes were removed from the eld. (Bottom) Connectiv-
ity after the deployment of additional sensor nodes to repair connectivity.
Fig.5. Location broadcasts heard by some of the motes in the network.
this kind of autonomous approach will enable the instrumentation of remote sites
with communication, sensing, and computation infrastructure, which in turn will
support navigation and monitoring applications. From what we've learned in these
experiments we plan to develop systems for automatic network repair. This willSensor Networks and Autonomous Flying Robots 9
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Fig.6. (Left) The path taken by the helicopter while broadcasting location messages. (Right)
The height of the helicopter during the process.
require the ground sensors and helicopter to cooperate to identify network discon-
nections and guide the helicopter to appropriate locations for autonomous sensor
deployment.
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